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Abstract 

  
New results will be presented on the throughput and delay of packet radio links under block fading and general hidden 
Markovian fading.  It is well-known that the throughput of the selective repeat ARQ in a channel with erasure rate e is 
(1-e). Unfortunately, such simple results break down when the feedback channel is less than ideal. This talk presents a 
systematic method for analyzing various throughput problems in the presence of errors in both the forward and reverse 
channels, as well as link timeouts. This is achieved via a generalization of Mason graphs to include matrix-valued link 
gains.  The talk starts with a tutorial on the Mason graph technique for calculating throughput. We will then visit both 
selective-repeat as well as go-back-N ARQ on two classes of wireless channels: the block fading channel and the 
correlated fading channel. We will discuss some of the practical benefits of this new analysis for wireless network 
engineers. 
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